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1. Introduction. The finite linear integral transformation

(1) T{F(x)} = J  F(x)P„(x)dx = f(n) (n = 0, 1, 2, • • • )

of functions F(x) defined on the interval — 1 ̂ x^l, where P„(x) de-

notes the Legendre polynomials, serves as the basis of an operational

calculus. The sequence of numbers/(w) is called the Legendre trans-

form of the function F(x).

The fundamental operational property of this transformation

(2)      t {ah [(i " *2) 2}= ~n{n+i)/(w)

is obtained by applying successive integration by parts to the integral

represented by the left-hand member of this equation so that the

new integrand is the product of F by [(1 —x2)P„' ]', and by replacing

this second factor by — n(n + l)Pn according to Legendre's differ-

ential equation [l]. Thus certain boundary value problems in ordi-

nary and partial differential equations that involve the differential

form appearing in the braces of equation (2) reduce to problems

containing one less independent variable when written in terms of

the transform of the unknown function. This has been illustrated

in the literature [l; 2]. The role played by boundary conditions and

differential forms in determining appropriate integral transforms for

the reduction of given types of boundary value problems was indicated

in an earlier paper [3].

The inverse F_1 {/(«)} denotes a function F(x) whose transform is

/(«). If F(x) satisfies conditions under which it is represented by its

Legendre series [4], then it follows from the formulas for the coeffi-

cients in that series that

(3)       F(x) = E(n + ^)f(n)P„(x) = ^{/(m)}      (- 1< x < 1).
„_o \ I /

The operational calculus based on Legendre transforms has been

developed little beyond the stage of using formulas (l)-(3) above.
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The operator T replaces a differential form in F by an algebraic

operation on/, according to formula (2), and if the problem in/can be

solved then F(x) is given, at least formally, by equation (3). An

examination of these operations shows that they represent a sys-

tematic way of replacing known and unknown functions in a bound-

ary value problem by their Legendre series and then solving for the

unknown coefficients. Then the expansion (3) gives the unknown

function. The operational calculus can be extended beyond this

primitive stage by deriving a more complete set of properties of the

operator T.

A convolution property of the transformation is one that ex-

presses the inverse transform of the product of two transforms in

terms of the two object functions without direct recourse to the basic

inversion formula (3). As in the operational calculus based upon

Fourier and Laplace transforms, the convolution property makes

possible a substantial extension of tables of transforms and it leads

to alternate forms, even closed forms, of solutions of many boundary

value problems. This property, which is necessary for the full de-

velopment of the operational calculus, will be derived here.

2. The convolution property. Let F(x) and G(x) denote continuous

functions on the interval — 1 ̂ x^l. If f(n) and g(n) represent their

Legendre transforms, then

f(n)g(n) =   I    jF(cos ti)P„(cos ii) sin ixdfi
J o

/G(cos X)P„(cos X) sin \d\
o

=  j    F(cos u) sin it     I    G(cos X)P„(cos X)

■ P„(cos /x) sin \d\   dji.

With the aid of the addition formula [5]

1   r*
(4) P„(cos X)Pn(cos M) = — I    -P»(cos v)da,

IT   J 0

where

(5) cos v = cos X cos n + sin X sin it cos a,

the product can be written in the form
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1    ("
f(n)g(n) = — I    F(cos p) sm p

T J 0

(6)

G(cos X)P„(cos v) sin \dad\   dp..

The iterated integral inside the brackets can be interpreted as a

surface integral over a unit hemisphere A2+F2+Z2 = l, ZS;0, as

follows. Let the fixed value of p (0 <p <ir) represent arc length on the

semicircle A2+F2 = l, Z = 0, F>0, measured from the point

.4(1, 0, 0), and let B denote the terminal point of the arc (Fig. 1). If

Z

/(1,0,0)       M B-
A

Figure 1

C is any point on the hemisphere, let X represent the arc AC oi the

great circle through A and C, and let a denote the angle at A. Thus

a and X are coordinates of the point C. Moreover, sin \dad\ repre-

sents an element of area of the surface so that the integral is the

surface integral of the function G(cos X)P„(cos v), where cos v is given

by equation (5) as a function of those coordinates. In fact, according

to the cosine law for the spherical triangle ABC, equation (5) shows

that v represents the side BC oi the triangle, where BC is the arc of a

great circle.

If 8 represents the angle at B, then 8 and v, both ranging from 0 to

it, represent new coordinates of the point C and the area element is

sin vd8dv. Also,

(7) cos X = cos p cos v + sin p sin v cos /3,
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so that the integral inside the brackets in equation (6) can be written

(8) G(cos it cos v + sin it sin v cos /3)P„(cos v) sin vdfidv,
Jo   Jo

a result that also follows with the aid of the Jacobian of the co-

ordinate transformation.

Upon substituting the integral (8) into equation (6) and changing

the order of integration, we obtain the formula

f(n)g(n) =   I     P„(cos v) sin v
J o

(9)

•   — I P(cos it)G(cos X) sin \id\xd$   dv,

where cos X is given by equation (7). The expression in the brackets

is a function H (cos v) whose Legendre transform is the product

f(n)g(n). In this sense H(x) is the convolution F(x) * G(x) of the func-

tions F(x) and G(x).

Our expression for H(x), as exhibited in equation (9),

1   f T
H(cos v) = — I    P(cos it) sin ttdit

■K  J o

/G(cos it cos v + sin it sin v cos P)dj3,
o

can be thrown into a form having geometrical significance in con-

nection with Fig. 1 if we replace the variables ii, v, and 0 by X, it,

and a, respectively. Our convolution then becomes

1   /•»
Z7(cos it) = — I    P(cos X) sin \d\

IT J 0

(10)

/G(cos X cos n + sin X sin it cos a)da.
o

In view of Fig. 1 and the cosine law (5), the argument of G here is

cos v; sin \dXda represents the area element dS of the upper hemi-

spherical surface S in terms of the coordinates a and X, so that

(11)    H(cos it) = P(cos it) *G(cos it) = — I I  F(cos X)G(cos v)dS;
IT  J  J s

that is, our convolution is twice the average value of F (cos X)G(cos v)

over the hemisphere S.
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According to equation (9) the convolution (10) or (11) is the opera-

tion on F(x) and G(x) that corresponds to the multiplication of f(n)

by g(n):

(12) f(n)g(n) = T{H(x)\ = T{F(x)*G(x)(.

There is an interesting resemblance between our convolution (11)

and the convolution corresponding to finite Fourier transforms [6].

The one-dimensional analogue of the integral in equation (11) with

a = 0 in Fig. 1 and with S replaced by the unit circle ABA, so that

v=\— p, is essentially the convolution for finite Fourier transforms.

z

y\\. 007—7-b^

Figure 2

3. Other expressions for the convolution. In the interated integrals

of equation (10) let us introduce the new variables

■k K
J, = — -a,        0 = — - X;

2 2

then

1   /"'2
27(cos p) = — I      F(sin 6) cos ddd

d3) *■'--»
/t/2

G(sin 8 cos p + cos 9 sin p sin yp)d\p.
-t/2

If we interpret \p and 8 as the rectangular coordinates of points C

on the unit spherical surface as indicated in Fig. 2, then cos ddipdd
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represents an element of area on the surface. The region of integra-

tion of the surface integral is the front hemispherical surface X^O.

Equation (13) reduces to a good alternate formula for the convolu-

tion when its integral is written in terms of the new coordinates a

and <j> of points C (Fig. 2).

The front hemisphere is covered by points C when a and <p vary

from 0 to 2ir and 0 to 7r/2, respectively. The area element is repre-

sented by sin <pdad<p. In the right spherical triangle ABC of Fig. 2,

sin 8 = sin a sin d>,        tan yp = cos a tan <p,        cos <j> = cos 6 cos rj/

and the argument of the function G in equation (13) becomes

sin 8 cos it + cos 6 cos if/ tan \f/ sin it

= sin <b(sin a cos it + cos a sin it) = sin <b sin (a + it).

According to equation (13) then the formula for our convolution

P(cos m) * G(cos n) can be written

#(cos it) = — j       sin <bdd> j      P(sin <b sin a)
(14) ic J o Jo

•G[sin d> sin (a + ti)]^a.

The more symmetric form

H(cos it) = — I       sin <pd(p j      F   sin <b sin f /3-J

(15) ^    ° °

•G   sin 0 sin (jS + —J U8

is obtained by making the substitution a=fi—n/2 in the second inte-

gral of equation (14) and noting that the integrand is periodic in /3

with period 27r. Also, a simple substitution enables us to write cos a

and cos («+m) in place of sin a and sin (a+u), respectively, in

equation (14).

In equation (15) let the substitutions

x = cos it, y = sin <p sin f 8-J, z = sin <p sin ( 8 -\-J

be made. We find that

*(y.2)
- = sin d> cos <f> sin it
d(8, <*>)

and that
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(z + y)2       (z - y)2
-1-= 2 sin2 (b.

1 + x 1 — x

It follows readily that equation (15) takes the form

(16)     H(x) = — ff     F(y)G(z)(l - x2 - y2 - z2 + 2xyz)-^2dydz,
IT  J  J E(x)

where E(x) is the interior of the ellipse

y2 + z2 — 2xyz = 1 — x2

for each fixed x ( —1 <x<l).

4. Remarks. We have assumed above that the functions F(x) and

G(x) are continuous. Let this condition be relaxed to the extent that

those functions are assumed to be bounded and Riemann integrable

on the interval — l^x^l. This condition is sufficient to insure the

existence of the simple and double integrals used here, the identity

of the double integrals with the iterated integrals, and the validity of

the transformations of the double integrals, in view of known prop-

erties of such integrals [7]. Our results can therefore be stated as

follows:

Theorem. Let F(x) and G(x) be bounded integrable functions on the

interval — l^xgl. Then the product f(n)g(n) of their Legendre trans-

forms is the transform of the function H(x) described by any one of the

formulas (10), (11), (14), (15), or (16).

The authors first derived the convolution in the forms (16) and

(15) by applying the inversion formula (3) to the transform f(n)g(n)

and then using a recent result of J. P. Vinti [8] to sum the series

[9]. Then Vinti and W. C. Taylor proposed a method involving

spherical triangles to arrive at formula (9). The procedure used in §2

grew from their suggestion.

The authors are indebted to J. P. Vinti and W. C. Taylor for their

contribution to this paper. They also acknowledge the assistance of

G. E. Hay in simplifying one of the formulas. Others of their col-

leagues contributed helpful suggestions.
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